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L E T T E R  T O  T H E  E D I T O R

Letter: disentangling the role of redox- active compounds in 
the development of inflammatory bowel diseases –  moving 
towards causal associations

Editors,
We read with great interest the study by Chen et al,1 in which the 
authors leveraged a Mendelian randomisation (MR) approach to 
systematically examine potentially causal associations of circulating 
levels of antioxidants, minerals and vitamins with the risk of inflam-
matory bowel disease (IBD). The authors generated evidence in sup-
port of causal associations for genetically predicted antioxidants like 
lycopene, retinol and ascorbate in relation to IBD risk. Interestingly, 
genetic predisposition to higher circulating calcium and magnesium 
was associated with elevated IBD risk. Ultimately, the presented data 
showing circulating levels of antioxidants, mineral and vitamins that 
may be causally linked to IBD development is promising and impor-
tant, especially considering the inconclusive and scarce evidence 
currently available. We would like to highlight some suggestions to 
expand upon this work.

Although the analysis of vitamins and minerals is intriguing, per-
forming MR on central regulators of the human redox system or truly 
integrative components driving oxidative stress in IBD would be a 
keystone concept for personalised redox medicine. Oxidative stress is 
often considered an early driver of IBD onset, although only limited 
available evidence supports this. Using genetic instruments to make 
inferences about potential causal relationships between key regula-
tors of redox status and IBD development could improve our patho-
physiological understanding. For example, free thiols are markers of 
whole- body redox status and have been closely associated with IBD 
activity.2 However, subjecting the entire thiol redox metabolome3 or 
integrative redox metabolomic signatures4 to such genetic approaches 
would be very informative, thereby linking integrative biomarkers to 
IBD onset and progression. Furthermore, redox components could be 
further prioritised by performing downstream analyses like expres-
sion-  and protein- quantitative trait loci (eQTL/pQTL) mapping. This 
has previously been employed in IBD and may complement on how 
genetic make- up influences gene and protein expression of antioxi-
dant substances.5 These approaches would help to characterise the 
needs of specific IBD patient groups in a patient- tailored fashion.

MR analyses connecting antioxidant substances to IBD risk 
stratified by primary disease location would also be particularly 
relevant in this regard. Although we acknowledge that statistical 
power may have been insufficient for this purpose, oxidative stress 
burden in IBD can be location- specific.2 For example, patients with 
IBD having solely colonic disease seem to have a high oxidative 
stress burden alongside lower expression of antioxidants. Looking 
at known SNPs for known antioxidants and leveraging MR to pin-
point location- specific causal associations between antioxidants 
and IBD risk could be performed to personalise redox- targeted 
therapy (e.g. through colon- targeted release of antioxidant vita-
mins and minerals).6,7

The study by Chen et al provides valuable insights into potentially 
causal links between antioxidants, minerals and vitamins and IBD 
development. This work could be expanded upon by examining ge-
netically predicted levels of integrative biomarkers central to human 
redox biology and incorporating MR and QTL mapping approaches. 
Furthermore, performing disease subtype- specific analyses may 
improve our understanding of the potentially causal involvement of 
oxidative stress in IBD and define specific patient groups benefiting 
most from nutritional or drug- based redox- modulating therapeutics, 
following the concept of personalised redox medicine.
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